DEEPTECH4GOOD#BARCELONA

72 APPLICANTS
applying start-ups on the F6S platform
to be selected for one of the events

120 PARTICIPANTS

26 FINALISTS
start-ups selected to pitch during the events

8 LAUREATES
start-ups selected for the acceleration programme
8 per event, 32 overall up to now from Paris, Stuttgart, Graz and Barcelona
Financed under the Horizon 2020 framework as part of the Startup Europe initiative of the European Commission, the DeepTech4Good project is committed to help DeepTech start-ups accelerate their development and scale up their business across Europe. Organized by the project partners secpio and UCAT, DeepTech4Good@Barcelona marked the end of a successful series of events held by the DeepTech4Good consortium in Paris, Stuttgart and Graz.

On 25th April 2019 26 start-ups from 4 European countries had the chance to present their companies at 2 pitching sessions held at Pier01 in Barcelona, Spain. During the morning session, selected start-ups responded to the challenges provided by corporates such as Continental, Standard Profil, Nissan, Global Omnium and Correos. In the afternoon, participants took the stage to pitch their companies in front a panel of European investors.

The most promising start-ups were awarded access to an acceleration programme aimed at scaling up the future “Deep Tech unicorns” in Europe. The hosts of DT4G@Barcelona, Sabina Runge (secpio) and Marc Vicente (UCAT), handed out the awards to the 8 winning start-ups working in 4 areas:

- Industry 4.0
  - AllHead Machine Learning Technologies (Spain)
  - IONIC AI (Spain)
  - SAALG Geomechanics (Spain)
- Smart Health
  - RhesDx (Spain)
- Smart City
  - CityTaps (France)
  - Ctrl4 Enviro (Spain)
  - Elpiot (Spain)

#DT4G
**INDUSTRY 4.0**

**ALLREAD** Machine Learning Technologies is a Deep Tech Startup developing a cutting-edge Character Recognition Technology, based on a Deep Learning neural network model.

Adriano LANDMAN  
adriano.land@gmail.com

**INECOSYS** GmbH is a deep tech hardware startup for embedded electronics. With its Rapid Series Development Process, it simplifies the development of embedded hard- and software from prototype to small series.

Thomas ZIMMER  
zimmer@inecosys.de

**IONIC AI** makes Android phones the best they can be & beyond Androids world other verticals, from IoT to datacentres.

Unai RUÍZ-CAPILLAS  
unai.ruiz@ionicai.com

**SAALG GEOMECHANICS**

SAALG combines ground monitoring data and predictive models in real-time to minimize risk and maximize profit of construction projects.

Ignasi ALÍGUER PIFERRER  
ignasi.aliguerg@saalg.com

**SMART CITY**

**CITYTAPS**’s vision is to innovate for running water in every urban home using the PAYGO “CTSuite” with a powerful payment and analysis software.

Grégoire LANDEL  
greg@citytaps.org

**CTRL4 ENVIRO** is a highly innovative video analytics company based in the Research Park of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona.

Anton GOMÀ  
anton.goma@ctrl4enviro.com

**SMART HEALTH & WELL-BEING**

**RHEODX** is a diagnostics company committed to improving the quality of life of haematology patients and the efficiency in their clinical management.

Joan GRASAS  
jgrasas@rheodox.com

**ELIPORT** is a Barcelona based technology provider of robotics solutions for delivery and logistics focusing on the parcel and postal industry.

Dmitry SKORINKO  
dmitry@eliport.com